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The existiJ?g theory of qaantitative variation, in the form generally applied to animal 
breeding, is essentially descriptive in the sense that  it describes the variation in a popula- 
tion in terms of certain statistical parameters. 1Prom these parameters, it is theoretically 
possible to predict how the mean of the ]?op~tlation will change as a resuR of continual 
selection. Bltt as we know that  selection will change geese frequencies and that  these 
control the values of the descriptive parameters, this prediction of change in mean is of 
limited value because we cannot predict the chang e in gene frequency. The problem of 
how long the response will continue is therefore only to be solved by experiment. 

In an earlier paper (O]ay~on, Norris & A. l%obertson, 1956), we have described the 
effects of selection for abdominal bristles in a poptd~tioa of D~'oso2ohila ~neh~nopaste< We 
were there concerned with the early generations. The response of the population to 
different methods of selection (individual, half-sit and full-sit) was in reasonable agree- 
ment with predictions based on parameters derived from the base poptdation. One of the 
experimetats, that  invobing selection of the extreme twenty individuals out of 1.00 of 
each sex in five replicates in each direction, was carried on for twelaty generations and in 
some of the lines for up to thirty-five, and it is these long-term effects of selection, pre- 
ctiet~bIe only in a very general sense, that we wish to discuss here. 
It was remarked in the paper on short-term response that  the repeatability of the 

replicates in respon.se was i?ot high in the sense that  the different replicates soon established 
a definite order between themselves, the differences in the high Ih~es being greater than 
w e n d  be expected on any simple genetic sampling explazlation. This individualRy of the 
lines in respect to mea~ in the later generations spread to other aspects such as variation 
(Table 3, Fig. 4), ratio of scores in males and females (Fig. 3), and lethal genes present 
(Table 1). Axmther interesting feature was the lack of predictability of the behaviour of a 
given line in %tare generations. At generation 20, it w~s decided to discontinue two of the 
replicates in each set. This decision was taken on the basis of the mean res]?or~se in the 
line. In each set, the 'best '  two and the 'worst ' ,  its terms of response, of the lines were 
kept. At the 8:3rd generation, when seleetiol~, filaally ceased, it was surprising that  in 
both cUreetiolas, the line which had. only been retained because of its early slow response 
was now leading the field. The approach to final stability, which might on general gronnds 
Be expected to be a gradual deceleration of progress as the limit was reached, was in ma~y 
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cases quite sudden. The line Igt ,  for istanee, had risen unchecked for ninetema generations 
when response suddenly ceased, and in the subsequent fom%een generations it barely 
exceeded ~he 19th generation level (see Fig. 6). We shall concentrate first on the details 
of the separate phenomena and qhe~a co~asider their interrelationships by considering the 
characteristics of each line separately. 

l%Es~om~ OF mi{~ ~I~AN VALVE O~ T~E S~LECT~D C~A~ACTEZ 

The response to selection of the different replicates is shown in Fig. ] in which %he female 
score is givml as the average of measm'ements of ]00 individuals. The maintenance of a 
definite order in the lines over periods of several generations is shown most definitely in 
~he ;high'  set. ARer twenty-four generations the 'high'  lines averaged 75 bristles in 
females and 60 bristles in males. This re]presents a change in the mean of the character 
of about te~ phenotypic ,standard deviations in the base population. Line H1 reached a 
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Fig. 1. 1Response $o selection for abdominal  bristles in females. Each point  is the mean of I00 observations. 

Dashed lines indicate relaxation. [Note, th,q$ all lines were relaxed s t  generation 5, bn• only two i~ ea, ch set 
are .@own. The o~her retaxed lir~es do not devGte ranch 5:on the range indicated.  The solid lines labelled 

X 1-X 10 show ~he diverge,ace of a serie,~ of inbred Iises discussed in the text .  B.S. indicates ba.cbse]eetlon. 

1%.8. indicates re-select,ion. 

value of 83 bristles in females a% generation 19 a~ which time t{4 had an aver~ge score of 
64. Nevertheless, when selection finally ceased at generstio~ 33, H4 was higher than 
}11 by some two bristles. ]'he response in. H4 was almost linear from She 5t~h to the 30th 
generations with, if anything, a slight acceleration after the 20t]?. Another illustration of 
differences between rep]icstes is shown by the fact tha~ 5:freest generatious of selection in 
II 1 achieved as much as thir ty gez~eradons ir~. Hh. 

The effect of the selection is shown skdkingly in Fig. 2. which gives the distributions of 
female scores in the initial population and in the m.ost extreme high and low lines. The 
figure illustrates too the high residual varis.bilRy in the selected lines. 
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The low lines again established a defil~.ite order izl the early stages, but i t  was riot by rely 
means as marked as in the high set, and it is certainly much less obviot~s in the ~gm'es 
because of the eompressioll of scale in the downward direction. The early response was 
less in this direction partly because of the effect of scale and partly because of a real 
decline in heritability after two or three generations of selection. I-Iowever, in all the low 
lines there appeared, at differed.It times o:f onset, the same peculiar phenomenon--a 
suddm~ increase in the variation in females followed by a rapid response in that  sex. In 
some oases there was no correspond.cling change in the male score and ia others the males 
st~owed the same kind of response (most markedly i~ L 2), hut in all cases the ratio o? 
counts in males to that  in females became greater than 1"0 compared to the ra ise  of 
0-80 in tlhe base population (Fig. 3). L5 first developed a~ increasing variability in 
females at get,oration 7, L ] at generation 15, and L2 at generation 19 (Figs. 7, 8). When 
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Fig. 2. Frequency dis%ribtltioa of females in a high and low line a.fter ex~ensive selection compared ~rit, h 
base pop~lation. 

this oeeLu'red, L5 aversged 26 bristles in females, L I averaged 2.3, and L2 averaged 19. 
The later generations were marked by extreme variation and extremely low scores in 
females. The lowest average we recorded was in L2 at generation 33 when the value ~as 
2.7 bristles. Nany of these females showed gross defects in the selerotinizatioa of the 
abdomen. Similar results have bees obtained by Rasmusolz (1955). We have lao explana- 
tion of this phenomenon, bug feei that  any adequate t reatment wotfld be in physiological 
rather than genetic terms. The simplest rationalization of the situation is to say that  
below a certain threshold the effects of the segregating genes become greatly magnified. 
In other terms, the developmentaI buffering has broken down. A].tho~tgh no detailed 
experimml~ts were carried out, it is probable that  the lines were also more susceptible to 
environ.mental intiuences, as it was noted that  generatio~ means were much less repeat~ 
able than in the base population. 

Altho~gh the change of the ratio of scores ir~ ~he two sexes was most marked in the 
low lines, similar differences between lines, though m.aeh smaller in magnitade, were 
found in the high lines. Compared to the initial ratio of 0.803, K 1 showed a mean value 
at the end of selection of 0-8~i8 attd I-I5 a mean of 0"775 (Fig. 3). 
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T H E  L E T K A L  ANALYSIS 

At the 7th generation, lines ~ 1 and L 1 were tested for le~hals on the 2nd chromosome. 
The lethal testing technique employed was the usual o~e using dominant  markers with 
cross-over suppressors, geeve  & l~obertson (1953) provide an example of the method. 
in ~he L 1 line, t0 out of 32 ehro~xoso~nes were lethal when homozygous, and ixx 1:tl, 3 out 
of 25. The 10 lethal chromosomes in the line were cross-tested and 9 proved to be ' identical ' .  
This means t ha t  there was a lethal gent  or chromosome segment in this line with a 
frequency of about  30 %, This was fom~d to persis~ in the later generations. 
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Fig. 3. The  r a t i o  of m a l e  to  female  recalls.  

be tween  the  l i m i ~  se~ by  H 1 and  ][-I 5. 

15 20 25 30 3~ 
Generation~ 

Only  two high ]i~es are pierced, The  o the r s  fall  a.pproxima~ely 

Subsequent analyses done aS generagimi 1~ and at generation 20 confirmed tha t  the 
situation was similar in the other lines. I t  was not possible to cross-test all the Iethals 
t;lioroughly because this was added to the burden of the selection work which was still 
being carried on. However, the results are smrnna.rized h~ ]['able 1, in which a + indicates 
that  a lethal gent  has been found at  appreciable freq?teney, i.e. 20 30 ~ ,  the expected 
:frequency if the selected, paren~s eont~i:aed a high proportion of heterozygotes. 

Varioas tests were made between lethai  chromosomes isolated f rom different lines. 
In no eases were ]et],als from high lines ~identieal' with. those from low. But  the same 
letbals were found several %lines in lines f rom the same group. The leghals in H 2  and 
H5 were identical on both. 2nd and[ 3rd chromosomes. The 3rd ehromoson~e le~hal 
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appeared also in I~ 1, but onty at a iow fr~qlteney. Similarly the same Srd chromosome 
lethal was found i~a both L2 and Lb. 

The Bud chromosome lethal in t f  2 a,nd H5 occasionally emerged in the homozygote 
and proved to have brewer eyes, sh0rtenedwing,~ with no posterior eross~veizt and shortened 
legs. Linkage tests showed it to be in the neighbourhood of the 'brown' gone, but  cross- 
tests showed that  they were zmt alleles. The 3rd chromosome visi%le genq veinlet, affecting 
wing venation, was noted several times in I{4. I t  was know~ to have been present i~ tim 
initial poprdation before the experiment started, and recent tests have showrt that  it~ 
present gone freq~lency is about I1~ I t  has .probably little or no effect on bristle 
mlmber, as in the other individually selected lines it was noted iI~ two up lines and one 
clown line. 

Table L Lethe~ ana[~y~is oj' the sdected ~i~e~, 4-i~w~ica~.~ lathed 
ch~'omoso~e fouud at appreciable frequency 

2 n d  chromosome 3 r d  chromosome 

} i ]  - + 
t ' 1 2  + + 
I)].'3 - - 

H4 

K5 + + 
L i + - 

L 2 - + 

L3 + - 

L4 - ? 

L5 + 

It is obvious from the above table that  the maintenance of heterozygosity was an 
essential feature of t}le genetic situation. I t  w~s natural that  we should measure the effect 
of the qethal '  chromosome o~ bristle nacre. When we had time to do this, we feared that  
the heterozygotes were more extreme in the direction of previous seleetiol~, than  were 
flies not carrying the lethal gone. An example of this is given in detail in the description 
of the line H2. In other lines, in which direct tests were not done, other observations 
provided evidence that  a lethal was being maintMned in the line because of its effect on 
bristle score. 

I t  was of great value to us in this work that  we were dealing with an organism in which 
lethal chromosomes eotfld be isolated easily. The lethals provided the key to several 
puzzling situations which will be dealt with when the lines are treated separately. 

YAI%IABILITY 

Before we embark on a detailed discussion of the effects of long-term selection on varia- 
bility, we need to know in what framework we can deal with it most satisfactorily--or, in 
other words, what scale we sholJd use, Wright (1952) has described severM criteria for 
the evaluation of scale transformations which need not necessarily agree in the conclusions 
they lead to. As we are here concerned with changes in variability, perha]?s the best scale 
is that  on which variance is most constant. In the early generations we may presume that  
we are dealing only with quant!tative chai~ges and we will therefore use the results 
obtained early- to establish a standard of reference for the later generations. A comparison 
of variances in the initiM population, and. N the 4:th generation of 20/100 selection are 
giveu in Table 2. The table gives the variance e~ of the total score (whieh is the sum ell 
scores on the fourth and f~fth sternites) and ~)  the variance of the difference between the 
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two scores wMeh., on evidence presented in the earlier paper, is in the base ]?op~lation 
ahnost entirely due to accidents of development affecting each sternite separately. 
CV~ and OVa) a.re the respective coefficients of variation. The effect of selection in the 
first fern" generations has been to change the variance as well as the mean. tIowever, it 
will be noted tha t  the decline hi @ in ~he low lines is not as great as that in @. The 
ratio @ / @  which is the Wopor~ion that  this non-genetic part makes of the total, is 
tbei'efore higher in the low lines. This is in agreement with the smaller vanes  of herita- 
bility found in the low lines after a few generations of selection. 

Table 2. Tf~e effect of sdectio~ for fo~'~" .qener~.tio.~s on diffe~'~zt ,~eas~'es of v~,iatlon 
NMes t~emales 

High lines 

39.6 13-61 @r 0.093 0-053 0,38 50,0 t6,87 5"8~ 0'082 0,0~8 O-Z5 

Zg~e population 

31.J, 9-20 3.47 0-096 0"089 0"38 39-2 18.49 @72 0.094 0.055 0-85 

Low line~ 

25"2 6"64, 2"99 0 " 1 0 2  0"069 0"45 30'9 9-63 4.;18 0"100 0'066 0-43 

The coefficients of variation show a smaller change after se]eotion although dle trend 
is reversed, J~he ]ow lines showing a higher figure than the high group, The coefficient of 
variation is eqlJva.lent to the standard deviation which we should fi.nd after transforma- 
tion of the observed scores to logarithms. It follows that the log transformation wonJd 
be a slight over-correction, but wou]d nevertheless be closer to constancy in the ear.]?" 
generations than is the simple score. In considering the later results, we shall therefore 
express them both as standard deviations and as coeffcients of variation. 

The pattern of variability witliin lines in the later generations is di~cuR to discuss 
because of the tl~emendoas differences between lines. However, hi order $o draw some 
general conclusions, we have presented in }~ig. ~ the r e su l t  at five-generation intervals for 
some measures of variabi[Ry. We had noted ear]ier that  there was an apparent dis- 
contin~tRy of behavionr, perhaps physiological in nature, in the response of females (and 
~o a lesser extent males) in the low ]inca, As might be expected, the high lines show a 
much more regu]ar pa%ern of behavionr in the changes of variation as selection proceeds. 
0V j), a measure of developmental error wRhin the aIdmal, declines only slightly during 
the twenty  generations of selection. The ~otaI coefiJcie]R of variation Cl/1. declines a 

2 2 little more, but the behavioar is fairly reg~lai'. As a result, the ratio ~D/r changes 1Ri, le 
in the course of se]ection, so that  here we have no indication that  genetic variation is 
being exhausted. 

The low-line females show a very considerable increase in variance. Ola the absolute 
scale, the average v a h e  for the five lines at generation 20 wan 2,1-2 units, considerably 
higher than in. the base popNatiol~ and in fact higher than the high-lhae m~les at %he same 
time. Thin is even more pronounced in the coe~cielit of variation where the average value 
for low-line females is over three times that  in the base population. I t  will be seen that  
CVz) has increased, ~hough not to the same extent  perhaps reflecting the breakdown in 
so:me important process so that  the organism is now not so well. buffered, tlowever, 
u~)/~@ has a value below that  in t:he base population, so that  here again most of the 
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variaim~ is probably still genetic. The tow-line males are more restrained than  the 
females, but the same tendencies can be distinguished. 

Another view of {he effect of selection on variability is shown in Fig. 5, in which the 
standard deviation is plotted against the mean for several lines. All lines analysed (tl='ee 
high and three low) showed significant eurvilinear regressions of standard deviation 
upon mean. The greater variability of the lowdine females is also strikingly shown up in 
{he diagram. 

The general trend in these experiments shows that  selection can very frequently reach 
a balanced stage in @hich considerable variability is maintained. From other evidence, 
we can be fairly sure tha~ in all such cases a high proportion of the total variation is 
genetic. Selection has thus by no means led be uniformity, but  in some cases has even 
magnified the total variaion. 

Kaving discussed the sepai'ate phenomena in fairly broad outlines, we sha]] now deal 
in detail with each line separately, integrating l,he separate phenomena as they occur. 

THE t~,HAVIOUR OF THE INI)IVtDUAZ LINES 

In ~his section we shall at tempt to show the integration of the different phenomena in 
the separate lines. The various paramel, ers describing the lines towards the end of the 
selection are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3. The effect of long-term sdeetion o~ mean bristle number ang variation 
Males Females 

, x _  - - %  
r ~ K 

Line generation ~e~n @ ~/o>= ~ ~lean ~ 4 / 4  #/? means 

t i  I ~90 70'6 49'9 0"27 83"6 116"0 0"I5 0'8r 
30 72.'~ 7a.a 0.19 s~.9 l a s ,v  0.15 0.551 

I'I g 20 53"7 12'3 0"56 70"4 29"0 0'a9 0"768 

~ 3  20 55'9 11"9 0'69 70-3 20'4 0"53 0"795 
H 4  20 55"7 11-8 0"69 89"5 20"3 0"39 0-801 

30 72.5 31.5 0.43 8S-g 50.0 0-3~ 0.815 
:~I5 20 5%4 15-4 0"34 75"4 34'7 0-31 0'761 

30 60"5 2 1 4  0'53 79"6 30-7 0"39 0"760 

L1 20 15"5 6"3 0'39 13"0 28"1 0'22 0"187 
30 I3"3 8"8 0"37 10"1 32"8 0"16 1"308 

L 2 20 t6'7 4"8 0"59 20'7 9'0 0"29 0"809 
30 9"4 5"4 0"55 7"1 1~'8 0"32 1"327 

L3 20 17"6 4-2 @72 16"6 27"5 0'30 1-063 

L4  20 15"9 10-5 0-40 10-2 20"8 0"35 1"557 
L5  20 17,8 4.3 0.75 11,7 35.5 0,25 1.514 

30 .18.4 4.5 0.78 8.5 23'0 0-17 2"171 

At the start of the discussion of each line, we shall give a brief summary of the main 
phenomena observed in it. 

H1. l~apid early responses ceasing suddenly at generation I9--thereaftsr ]:itt, te change. 
Early, most variable high liue--sadden increase in variance at  generation 14, remaining 
high to end, with ~ z =- ~n/~e low. Lethal bManced against seleotion on chromosome 3 (JJ.tg. 6). 

We have here ~he most extreme case of selection of the hsterozygote for a lethal gene. 
The effect was l~ot meas~red by isolation of t,he lethal chromosomes, ba~ the following 
experiment [provided a striking illuscration of the situation. In generation. 29 the 
measured flies were split into .five groups of twenty pairs each, in order o:t' b,'istle score, 
and each group was bred from with the results shown in TaMe 4. Grml]? 1 is, of course, 
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the selected line and 100 flies of each sex were measured, whereas only twenty-five were 
measured in. the ocher groups, The {ab].e shows clearly the asymmetry of the response to 
selection in t~he different direebions. The ~pward selee{ion (groap 1) shows no response, ia 
agreemen{ with the previous tell. generations. The dis{ribution (Fig, 2) shows clearly the 
2:1 segregation of heterozygotes and non leth.a/homozygotes, The downward setectiml 
(group 5) shows a response of stteh magni~uc/e that  the offspring h~ve about; ~he same aeore 
as their parents, The offspring of group 1 are very variable as the restdt of the lethat 
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Table 4. Meca~ (~nd variance of the proEeny of parents selected in order 
of bristle number ( ~ 1) 

Offspr ing  
Pa.re11{~8 r - -  ~ 

C~roup ~Ie~n ~fe~n Vaei~nee 

1 97-80 84 '92  135-7[ 
2 91-60 87-28 101'96 
3 84-50 80-40 67.75 
4 75,60 76-48 50"67 
5 68.40 09-56 29-70 

A ~  83-89 79-73 
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segregatiag. The off`spring of group 5 are comparatively uniform, as they are the progeny 
of individuals without any lethal genes. In terms of the normal heritability formulation, 
the hm'itability is 50 % as calculated by mid-parent offspring regression. However, the 
realized hmitabili ty upwards is zero and downwards it is 100 %. Obviously the usual 
heritabflity approad~ breaks down completely when, because of a tethal gene, Nendelian 
ratios are not fonnd fl] the adult population. I t  is interesting that  th.e effect of the lethal 
'gone' on bristle number in the heterozygote is to increase it by 22. This raises a problem 
concerning the existence of the gene in the base population in which the standard devia- 
tion was 3-7. This will be discussed later. These results are very similar to those obtained 
by l~eeve & l~obcrtson (1953) on a strain of flies selected for tong wings. 

At generation 35 a genetic analysis was clone by the meas~rement of till-sit and half- 
sib ~onps,  there being 6{ sires and 120 dams with 6 offspring per family. At  this point, 
the variance was some ten times that  in the base population and the distribution was 
markedly flattened (see Fig. 2 for the female distribution). The sire and dam components 
made up 10-9 and ~.8% respectively of the total variance. I f  we assume that  all the 
variance in a population is due to a lethal gene, which is being selected in the he~erozygote, 
we can, by preparing a table of the frequencies of the various typres of ma~ing and of the 
means and variances of their progeny, calculate the expected variance components 
between sires and dams as making up 6-1 and 8'9 ~/o of the total in fair agreement with 
the observed figures. 

H 1 was one of the weakest selected lines, and after generation 19 was several times 
relaxed to save it from extinction. In the end it was lost from female infertility. 

H 2 .  Nedium response and variability. Lethals on both chromosomes 2 and 3. Dis- 
carded at generation 20 because of similarity to H5. 

Here the lethal chromosomes were isolated in the genetic background of the line. In  
both eases the lethal chromosomes derived from females with an average score above the 
general mean. The different lethal and non-lethal chromosome sets were then used to 
synthesize groups of flies of different types and these were scored. The restflts are given in 
Table 5 m which N2 L 3 signifies a group not carrying the 2nd chromosome lethal but  
heterozygous for tha t  on the third. 

Table 5 . .Mean  scores for ,flies of dijfers~t co~stitution (H 2) 
N~gN3 L 2 N 3  N 2 L 3  L2L3 

Female 62'4 63-6 70.0 73.1 
Nab  48"4 47-8 52-4 54~.2 

(2~5 seoredo--s~ae,ndard error e:f each group a.pproxima~ely 0.6 unit) 

The s'estflts show tha t  the 2ud chromosome ]etlml is having a small effecb of the order 
of' 2-3 bristles, and tha t  on the 3rd ehroraosome about 5 in. males and 8 iu females. 

t{2 had a ]sigh frequency of females with. abnormal spermathecae which proved to be 
associated with the 3rd chrom.osome lethal. This will be discussed in mo:~e detail in a 
succeeding paper. 

IriS. Moderate :response--low variability, lgo lethals present. Discarded at genera- 
tion 20. 

]-][4. Slow initia] response and low vm'iance. Slight increase in response after genera- 
tiros 20 with increase in variance, t-Iighcst line. No letlgals. 

The responses in females in the three successive intervals of ten generations were 
ii GeneS. 55 
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18-2, 14-6 and 194 brisdes respectively. In the last three generations, I:here were sng 
g 2 gestions that response had[ ceased. Nevertheless, the ratio en/a P indic~i:ed tha~ cot> 

siderable genetic variance remained. A genetic analysis confirmed this, giving no signifi- 
cant difference between sires but a dam component of 15 % of the total variance. Back 
re]notion a~ generation 34 was ineffective. 

t-Iere again we have a period of increased variance followed by a sudden stop. However, 
in ~,I- selection seems ineffective in either direction and a situation involving lebhals 
can be ruled out. The simplest rationalization of the facts would be an overdominant 
situation in which the heterozygote is being selected for and where both homozygotes are 
roughly eqaa[ in value. We shmfld then expect to iind as we do a significant dam com- 
ponen.t of variance bat not one due to sires..However, it must be emphasized that the 
eve>dominance hypothesis is no% proven. 

H5.  Rapid early responses f~lling off slowly. Variance slowly increasing till end. 
Same lethals oll chromosomes 2 and 3 as in }I9. 

Here agai~ we have mMntenance of genetic variance iI~ spite of the lack of response. 
This line was back selected at generation 2,i with results consistent with. the effect of the 
two lethals, measured in It2. There was an immediate response to back-selection ~nd She 
variance also dropped shsrply. 

After four generations of baek-seleetion, selection upwards was restarted but met with 
little response in five generations. Of all the selected pop,clarions that we had dealt with, 
this back selected line in II 5 was the only one in which the genetic variation appeared 
mack reduced. In the last four generations of back selection, the developmental error 
appeared to make np 90 ~ of the total variance. 

ttere again we have found the same phenomenon. The cessation of response to selection 
has ~.ot meant the exJaaustion of genetic variance but the maintenance of even more than 
there was in the b ass poptllation by the continuM s election of heterozygotes for lethal genes. 

In three of the high lines we have thus found evidence of selection for heterozygotes for 
lethal genes, some with strikingly large effects on bristles. Certainly, selection has not 
led to genetic uniformity. 

TKN LOW LINES 

All the low lines behave similarly in the early generations, the response failing off and the 
variance declining, so thg~ we expected an early end to the response. In one line after 
another, however, there appeared the same phenomenon, increased variance and response 
in the females sometimes parallded by the males and sometimes not. 

L 1. Increase in female variance and response at generation 15--followed by males to a 
lesser degree_ Lethal on chromosome 2. I-Ieterozygous for smaff inversion 5a aIR (Fig. 7). 

t-leer aggJea we have stability without ~miformRy, most strikingly in the females. At 
generation 34,, a genetic analysis was done in which two offspring of ead~. sex were measured 
per dam. There were two dams per sire and 100 sire groups. The results are as follows: 

ComI~onenl, s of variance 

~iale progeny ~'e'male progelay 

Sires 0"09 I 1"9 
Dams 0,16 7-7 
Wil,hin full-sibs 6,19 21-~9 

Total variance 6.~P~ 40'8 

Son-dam correlation, 0.10, Daughger<l~m cow, darien, 0-35. 
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In the males there seems to be little remaining genetic variation, confirmed by the 
fact tha t  the ratio @ / @  was 0'70. There is plenty of gene~ic variation in the females--in 
�9 fact, the heritability estimate from the sire component is 117 • I9 ~/o. tn  this analysis, it 
was possible to measure some of the dams, and of these the 82 which produced off'spring 
averaged 11.48 bristles and the 36 which clid not averaged 9.31. This difference is not 
signitioant but suggests that  female fer i l i ty  is playing some part. This migh~ perhaps 
explain ~he higher sire component than dam component if the genedeally more e~treme 
dams were not fertile. When the 2nd chromosome lethal was examined in earlier genera- 
tions, its effect was small ( ~ 2 bristles), so that  it may not play an important par~ in ~he 
final sitria~ion. Again we have high genetic ~ariabiligy after response has ceased, bnt. ~he 
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Fig.  7. Gesponse  a,nd va.riation in  L 1. 

explanation is by  no means so simple in this case. Perhaps the bManoe is between ard- 
ficiaJ, selection and[ natural selection for female fertility. This was one of the most infertile 
lines, and the ~.mnbcr of adult flies prodneed in later generations was only 2-3 % of 
~hose obtai]aed from the base po]?NaCion from the same hatuber of parents. 

L i .  t~apid early response falling-off considerably. Sudden increase in variance at  
generation 22, :followed by response in both sexes. Lethal on chromosome 2 (Fig. 8). 

As in the np lines, we have the odd ]xappeni~g t]?at tlhe line which we had chosen to 
retai_n as the laggard eventually became ~he winner. In the last generat:bn, 10% of 
females had no bristles on eidm.er sternite. In LS, in. contrast to Che other lines, the varia~ 
glen did not remain high at the el~d. The sudden response aud rise in. variance followed by 
a decline in the latter suggests t]?e oeem:rex~ee of a single event leading to a fixable 
varian-t, which perhaps led to the uncovering of new variabi]J:ty by a change of ~he 
genetic baeI%round in which the other genes were acting. The single event might have 

l I - g  
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bee~ a mutation or, perhaps more likely, an une~snat cross-over. The 3rd chromosome 
lethal in this ].i~e appeared to play little role in the behaviom" of the line as the variance 
at the end was low. This line became infertile and selection had to be relaxed for otis 
generation at generation 29. 

L 3. Similar to L 1. Increase in female variance at gerteration 9. 8ex[ta] dimorphism 
not ~aarked. Lethal on chromosome 3. Discarded at generation 20. 

L 4. Similar to L 1. Increase in female variance a~ generation 13, remaLlliag high. h{ales 
Iib~le affected. Lethal sitna~ion uncertain, possible balance on chromosome 3. Discarded 
at generation 20. 
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:Fig, 8. P~esponse ~nd v~ria~ion in L2.  

L 5. Increase/n female variance at generatiota 5 wher~ mea~z was 24~, to maximttm ag 
generation tS--bhereafter declining. ]~inai female score 3"7. Little response in males, high 
maN/female r~tio. Lethal on ehromosom; 3. t teterozygous for small inversions in 3R, 

This was ~he most interesting of the low lines, as on it we had more evidence than on 
the others and the situation was obvio~sly complex. The additional evidence to ~hat 
presented above was as follows: 

(i) a genetic analysis a% generation 33 gave the followiEg results: 

Componen~ of vadanee 
& , _ _  

Ms're :Female 
D,~, "progeny progeny 

S i r~  99 1'28 5-75 
Dams 200 0-67 2-28 
Wi'~hin fUlllsibs 600 4.46 17-64 
To'~] 6-41 25.67 
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As ha L 1, we have a higher sire comlJonent than a dam component, thotlgh this time in 
both sexes. At i ts  f~ce valtte the sire term hldicates a herRability of 80~90 % in bo~h sexes. 

(ii) At generation 35, chromosome se%s i~'om females scoring zero were ~ade  homozy~ 
gous. Thirteen otlt of the eighteen sets showed lethality on chromosome 3, but  pure 
breeding stocks could not be obtained from the nonqethal sets beeanse of female 
hi fertility. 

(iii) Th~ inversion balance appeared to be independent of the lethals as lethal chromo~ 
somes of both types appeared. In addition, homozygotes for both inversions were found 
as adttl% animals. 

(iv) At genera.~ion 35, ]00 scored females were allowed to prodtloe offspring in separate 
vials, after mass mating.-The results are summarized in Table 6. 

Table 6. The ojf~'ia'ing of g~'ouys of scored females (L5) 
Av. no. of MMes FemMes 

Dam score No. progeny/dam score scor~ 

0-2 '25 23-6 14.5 7-9 
3-5 30 32-6 16.0 8,5 
6-9 22 30-5 16.1 9,3 

10-t8 20 49"1 16,6 8"6 

The son-dam correlation is signileantly positive (0.20_+ 0"07), thottgh ~he daughter- 
dam correlation is not. The regression of n~ber of offspring on dam score is signi6eant, 
so tha~ natural selection for femMe fertility is probably in some way responsible for the 
genetic situation and m.ay attempt for ~he sire oomponen~ b~ing higher than that of the 
dam. 

To probe a Little fttrther, three more flies of each sex in each family were counted and 
rantings were then made withh~ famiLies with. the highest and lowest female scores. The 
results are snmmarized in Table 7 when in each family ten of each sex were scored in the 
second generation. 

Table 7, Parents and off,~p~'i~g of families ranI~eg o~ female sconce (Table 6) 
Progeny 

r 

Male :FemMe Dam ~core Male Female 

Ki [h  female fanilies 

18.4- 16-2 6 18-1 4.4 
15"2 13"2 4 16,9 4.8 
16-8 12-8 10 16.4 9'3 
15-2 11,2 4 15'5 4'1 

Low fema.le J:~milies 

18.0 4.0 0 I7'7 5.8 
17'4 4'0 4 15'I 3'8 
11"4 2'8 3 10-8 5.8 
13'4 1-9 16 12-9 4.4 
13-6 0-6 12 I2.4 3"0 

These res~dts are a little bewildermg. The low female families can have dams at either 
end of the distribution, as would be expeGted, from the low daughter-dam regression. But, 
with one exception, the high female families gave in the next generab%n inbred progeny 
with the same mean as did the low families. 

Th.is line remMi~s a pttzzle and it is doubtftfl if any simple explanation can be given. 
Several different factors seem to be p].aying a part--balanced inversions, natnrM selection 
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against lethals and against fern.Me infertility. We feel that the lat~eer may he the most 
important single factor. 

The low lines do not seem to be as simple in their behavio~u' as the high, although we 
have again the maintenance of genetic variance with no response to selection. Pe.~haps 
in these lilies we are dealing with art opposition of argil%eial selection and natnrM selection 
for fertility of the kind described by Lerner & Dempster (1951.) in the seleetion of pmdtry 
for shank length. With one exeepti.on, Chose seleeeed lines are still in existence after abo~t 
twenty generations of relaxation and some of the low lines would probably repay further 

study. 

DISCUSSION 

2~ter the comparative order of the earlier paper on the short-term et~ects of selection, in 
which results were in fMr agreemen~ with expectation, the long-term behaviour of these 
Imee is bewilderingly complex. We found that fairly early in. the selection the lines 
developed different patterns of response. Later on, the separate lines became strikingly 
differen~ in many different facets of behaviour. 

The period of response is of some interest, not only from the practical point of view but 
beoa~se it throws some light on the action of the individual genes concerned. As we saw 
earlier, in the first five go,aerations the response was in fair agreement with predictions 
based on the analysis of the initial pop~datiom The respolase then slowed somewhat and in 
ra.ost of the lines was almost over after ewenty generations, although in one, t td ,  it 
continued until the 30th generation. Falconer (195.3) has shown that  the period of 
response depends on the magnitude of the effects of the indiviiNal genes responsible. In 
such a case as this he showed tha i  the main part of the variance should be due to genes 
having an effect (as meamlred by the difference between the two homozygotes) of about 
one-s of the observed standard deviation--here an effect of one~Jaalg to one bristle. 

IIowever, the actual cessation of response to selection in these lines is quite different 
from thai  to be expected on the simple classical model, i.e. a gradual diminution of genetic 
variation as gone frequencies approach extreme vanes  and an asymptotic approach to a 
final plateau. On the contrary, we find that  almost invariably the final sitIzation is one of 
L~nstable equilibrium with a considerable amount of unKxable genetic variation, and in 
several cases the cessation o.~ response has been abrupt and surprising. Although the 
causes of these phenomena h~ve not ~aeen thoroughly explored in all o~ses, in many lines 
the explanation of the situation is that  we are continually selecting heterozygotes of 
genes which are lethal when homozygous. As we then reach equilibrium with inter- 
mediate freqtteneies of such genes, this presents a reaso~l for the maintenance of the 
genetic variation and also for the sudden cessation of improvement. 

The mMntenance of genetic variation in spite of continued selection has been demon- 
strated in Dfoso2)]~ilc~ before by Reeve & gober~son (1953). Presumably many of the 
genes, which are lethal when. homozygo~s, are not completely recessive but  have some 

effect in ~he heterozygote, either on quantitative characters or on viability, a,s has been 
shown by Stern (I9~8). 

Operationally speaking, this situation can. be said to involve over-dominance, in ~he 
sense that heterozygo%s have an overall selective advantage. But this advantage 
deri+es from both artificial and natural selection--from ~he effects of .the gene on both 
bristle cmmt and fitness. I t  seems to us that  we should distinguish between two extreme 
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sb~l~tions. In the one, the gene has no effeo~ on n~tu~al fitness., but the heterozygote is 
more extreme for the selected character than either homozygote, in  the other, the 
gent is additive for the selected character but  i~ the homozygots is inferior in n.atr~al 
s  ore' .ease, the homozygote does not survive. In both  situations, we will see 
the selected population hi equilibrium with genetic variation being maintained in the 
selected character. But the analysis of t]zis genetic variance in the selected character will 
give quite different resttlts in the two situations. I t  is proposed to give such a theoretical 
analysis in a later pvJJication. We have some evidence that  the first situation (true 
overdominance for the measured character) did exist in at least one of ottr lines, whereas 
the second (artificial sdection for the heterozygote balanced by  natural selection against 
the homozygots) existed in seven of them. 

In distinction to the f a i r  success of the available theory in predicting response to 
selection in the earlier generations, we have fotmd that  the theory in its simple form is 
quits inadequate in the later generations when response to selection has almost ceased. 
Different estimates of heritabili ty have given wildly different results--the response to  
selection has bee~ zero in one direction and complete in the opposite direction and so o=. 
But  i fwould be a mistake in this situation to take too black a %few and dismiss the classical 
approach as useless. We may reasonably ask why it is apparently of so little v a h e  here - -  
can it in any way be modified to fit these situat{ons.~ The most  obvious cause for its 
breakdown is tha t  it assumes tha t  ~he Mendelian laws of segregation will hold. I f  we 
have lcthals segregating, their homozygotes will not bc observed-- the basic mechanism 
of heredity will still operate, but  some genotypes will be absent when the adults are 
measured. The up line with the most  striking behaviour (t-I 1) ca!: be completely explained 
by the assumption of the scgrcgatiml of a IethM gene with a large effect on bristles in the 
heterozygote. In such cases it is questionable whether such concepts ~s additive genetic 
variance or heritgbility have any meaning. All we can do is to observe the reactim~ of the 
population to analysis of varions sorts and do o~r best to make sense of the results. 
Ul~til we have done so, we are not  iustified in throwing away the concept of heritability 
as tubeless  in all cases. Certainly we have more hope of detailed, understanding of com- 
plex situatioJas in Drosoj)l~il~ than  we have in other organisms lacking the special tech- 
niques developed for this species. 

In our selected lines at equilibrimn, we have found different lethals segregating, 
some with considerable effects in the heterozygote. But  the word ~]sthal' is misleading 
ha. this context--al l  we can really say is t]a~t the whole chromosome behaves in this 
fashion. This is the aspect of the work in which gaps in o~u: knowledge arc most obvious, 
but the addition of the problem of testing for lethals and also the crossing of the lethals 
was rather gee much when the selection was still being carried on. ~rhere did these tsthals 
come f rom--were  they present in. the bass population? l~ere, again, the work leaves 
something to be desired, but  chromosomes which appeared ' identioaI '  o~ crossing with 
three of the lethal chromosomes (Z in the high lines and 1 in the low) have bsezl found in 
the bass popn]ation. The only lethal gent which ].la.s been roughly located and examhmd 
cytologically was not associated with an hlvcrsion. 
It seems most nnlikety tha9 these lethah have had, in the base population, an effect on 

bristles in hetcrozygotes of the magnitude they lind in the selected lines, in  I-I1, for 
instance, the lethal chromosome had an effect of 22 bristles iJ:.t femMes in which the 
standard deviation of the base population was only 3-8. I t  was observed i,~ this case that  
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the increase in variance was quite sudden. We may  perhaps postulate in this case that  a 
lethal gent with a small effect in the heterozygote has been segregating in the population 
~p to this point. Then a mutation, or more likely a rare cross-over, has occurred so tha t  a 
new gent enhancing the effect has come into the chromosome close to the lethal gone so 
that now the two in selection behave as one ~nit. I t  is indeed likely ~hat such tmilxable 
genetic variation shollld be magnified by selection of modifiers affecting the heterozygo~e 
alone, as i%obertson & l%eeve (t952) have pointed out. 

The other sm'prising phenomenon, the sudden appearance of additional variatiom and 
rapid response in females in the low lines, can hardly be profitably clisc.ussed as it seems 
to be mainly of physiological rather than genetic interest, Having said tha t  there is a 
threshold below which the gent effects in females are greatly enhanced, almost all that  is 
useful has been said. These lines will probably repay :Nrther investigatiot~, from the 
genetic point of view, as in them the bristle character has been moved from its neutral 
position to one of major importance for :fitness. I t  then reaches a position of equilibrium, 
wRh the maintenance of genetic variation, as do the major components of fi:gness. Can 
we then use the low lines to investigate a character which is, and has been for many 
generations, a component of fitness a~d which is very easy to measm'e, which fitness 
compoaents generally are not ? We propose to do some tin'thor work along these lines and 
farther evidence on the peculiar behavio~u' of the females may then accrL~e. 

Before we lay too much emphasis on these results, we mus~ enquire to what extent they 
may be peculiar to Dfo~off/dla. The two most important aspects of this are the enormous 
reserve of reproductive ability (enabling the preservation of much harmful variation in a 
population quite capable of reproducing itself) and the small number of genetic unRs 
(deriving from the small chromosome number and the lack of crossingoover in the male). 
The high reproductive ability means that  selected lineS, such as L 5, may aecrunulate 
balanced genetic situations affecting different aspects of reproductive fitness in a way that  
a population, say, of dairy cattle could not. The small number of genetic UnRS is of 
importance in enhancing the importance of linkage and hence the possibility tha t  the 
fat%ors we are really dealing with are chromosome segments rather than individual genes 
(if this distinction is really meaningful). The lack of crossing over in males is a means of 
preserving in DrosophiZa considerable chromosomal polymorphism which could have been 
the basis of some of oar balanced situations. In species in which there is crossing-over in 
the male, inversion heteroz~fgotes are at a disadvantage (if the inversions are long} 
because of the inviable products of single cross-overs wRhin the inversion (see Sturtevant 
& Beadle, I936). I t  is noteworthy that  cytological examination of mouse stocks has 
not produced o~e example of an inversion, although ~hey are ubiquitous in Droso~fdla 
populations. 

The behaviour of the liaes after many generations of selection has been in eomp!ete 
contrast to theh" early bchaviot~r. The divergence between replicates and the sudden 
alterations of rates of response has mean~ that  any ]?rediction of futmre h~ppenings 
whether of lines in general or of any line from its own past behaviour has been hazardous 
in the extreme. 

A~ awkward question can be raised here by the geneticist concerned with.practical 
animal improvement, assuming that  our resrdts have some general relevance. He may 
reasonably object ' R  is very well to say that  the heritability approach, gave s~tisfae~ory 
restdts at  the beginning of the experimen~ and crazy ones a~ the end. ]But how am I 
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to know which sitnatima I am in when dealing with milk yield in cattle or litter size in 
pigs~.' There would seem to be two methods of making some decision abox~t this. The 
first would be to examine the situation for signs of hsternal consistency. Admittedly it is 
diffte~dt enough in some cases to get any estimates of heritability at  all---withm~t having 
to deride definitely whether or not different estimates agree with each other. The other 
method wotdd be tO look for signs of natural sdection, especially in a form due to the 
segregation of single genetic units. The causes of the maintenance of genetic variation in a 
selected populatio n can be either opposing natural selection or true over-domhmnce. The 
former sitmarl.on may give positive vanes  for heritability estimates, the latter will no% 
except in the case of a ftdl-sib estimate. These approaches are perhal?S not very precise, 
bu~ a hiller theoretical investigation of the possibilities migh~ give clxte,s as to how to 
approach the problem. 

~UI~MAI~Y 

]. The results of comtinuecl selection for abdon]ina] bristles ha a large population of 
Dro~ol)/d~c~ mela~wgc~ster are presented and discussed. 

2. l~esponse had slowed down considerably in many lines slier twenty generations, 
although in some it continued nntil the 30th generation. In  many  of the lines, the ces- 
sation of response was abrupt and lack of response did not. _mean exhaustion of genetic 
varisbitity. 

3. In three of the high lines, %he high variability was apparently due to eonthmed 
seleetior~ of he~erozygotes for a lethal gene. tn  two high lines, such genes were present on 
both 2nd and 3rd chromosomes. 

4. I.~ %e low lines, a striking phenomenon was a sudden increase of variation in females 
followed by a rapid response i~ that  sex. This appeared in  all lines with diff'eren~ times of 
onset. The ratio of male to female score in all low lines was greater than malty, compared 
to 0-8 in the h~itigl population. 

5. Genetic variation was maintained h~ many of %he low lines after response had 
coated. The sitvlation appeared to be complex in that  le~.hal genes, infertility of exti'exx~e 
females, a~d heterozygosi~y for inversions all played some part. 

6. In such situations, the classical heritability approach appeared to break down 
completely. I a  some cases, the reason for the breakdown could be given in germs of the 
other phenomena observed, but in some of the low lines the full explanation was not clear. 

7. The relevance of these r e su l t  eo practical problems of animal breeding is discussed. 
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